Liquid structure of shock-compressed hydrocarbons at megabar pressures
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We present results for the ionic structure in hydrocarbons (polystyrene, polyethylene) that were shock compressed to pressures of up to 190 GPa, inducing rapid melting of the samples. The structure of the resulting liquid is then probed using \textit{in situ} diffraction by an x-ray free electron laser beam, demonstrating the capability to obtain reliable diffraction data in a single shot, even for low-Z samples without long range order. The data agree well with \textit{ab initio} simulations, validating the ability of such approaches to model mixed samples in states where complex interparticle bonds remain, and showing that simpler models are not necessarily valid. While the results clearly exclude the possibility of complete carbon-hydrogen demixing at the conditions probed, they also, in contrast to previous predictions, indicate that diffraction is not always a sufficient diagnostic for this phenomenon.
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Compounds and mixtures containing low-Z elements at high pressures and temperatures are relevant to a variety of scientific fields, including modeling giant planets [1–3], geophysics [4,5], and inertial confinement fusion research [6,7]. Such matter often includes hydrocarbons which, being formed from some of the most common elements in the universe, are a major constituent of ‘icy giant’ planets [8]. In the form of plastics, hydrocarbons are also used as ablator materials in high energy density (HED) research [9], and to drive the compression in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions [10].

Describing initially covalently bound compounds at high pressures and temperatures is generally complex, because the thermal energy is comparable to the binding energy, such that the lifetimes of chemical bonds are reduced—although the bonds do not break completely—and long range order is lost. It may also be energetically favorable for the mixture of different atom types to demix into separate phases with different atomic ratios [11], as has been shown with hydrogen and helium in giant planet interiors [12,13], or the formation of diamonds within icy giant planets [14,15]. Such demixing strongly influences the mass and energy transport in planetary mantles, with consequences for the evolution and cooling rate [16]. If similar processes occur in ICF ablators, the resulting higher density liquid, or solid material, could be the source of hydrodynamic instabilities and ablator-fuel mixing at the interface [17].

While high-pressure matter inside planets is gravitationally contained [18], recreating such conditions in the laboratory is challenging; although static compression techniques are able to cover an increasingly large region of pressure-temperature space [19,20], the highest pressures can only be reached through dynamic compression. These can include magnetically driven flier plates [21] or, as in the work presented here, laser-driven shock compression [22]. While this does create high pressure and temperature states, they occur only briefly. The sample must therefore be studied within the confinement time, which is on the order of ns for laser-driven shock compression.

One of the most successful approaches to studying such highly transient states uses fs-scale x-ray pulses from x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) to probe the structure of the ions within a sample by diffraction [23]. Because of
FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup at the MEC end station of LCLS. The high energy laser beam irradiates a plastic sample—either CH (83 μm polystyrene) or CH₂ (77 μm polyethylene)—driving a shock into the target. The conditions reached were monitored by a VISAR setup, and the compressed sample was probed by a single x-ray pulse at 8.2 keV. The scattered x-ray signal was observed by the large area CS-PAD detector.

The short lifetime of the conditions reached in dynamic experiments, it is essential that this data can be reliably obtained from a single shot. This becomes even more important for laser-driven experiments, where significant shot-to-shot variation in the laser energy or pulse shape may occur. Obtaining single-shot data is well established for mid- to high-Z materials, which give strong diffraction signals [24–26], and for crystalline structures, which contain clear Bragg peaks [27]. Studying low-Z materials in the liquid state had until recently only been possible by accumulating data over many shots [28], but results have now been seen in single-shot data [14,15] allowing direct comparison with simulation.

In this Letter, we show single-shot diffraction data from shock-compressed hydrocarbons at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). The results are compared to predictions from density functional molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) simulations, demonstrating excellent agreement at two different pressure conditions within the HED regime.

Our experiment was performed at the Matter in Extreme Conditions end station of LCLS at the Stanford National Accelerator Laboratory. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experiment setup used. Samples of CH (83 μm polystyrene) and CH₂ (77 μm polyethylene) were irradiated by either one or both of the long pulse (10 ns) lasers, with intensities of ∼2 × 10¹² to 1 × 10¹³ W/cm² showing shot-to-shot variation of ∼10%. The samples are coated on both sides with aluminum, on the rear in order to provide a reflective surface for diagnosing with the Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector (VISAR), and on the front to prevent prepulses from disturbing this reflective layer.

The temperature and pressure conditions expected in the experiment were simulated hydrodynamically using the code package MULTI with the SESAME equation of state tables 7592, for CH, and 7171, for CH₂. The measured laser profiles for shots with one or both of the lasers gave pressures on the order of ~60 and ~190 GPa, with temperatures of ~2000 and ~10000 K, respectively, results which are in good agreement with experimental equation of state measurements [29–31]. The pressure estimates on each shot were also confirmed using a combination of the x-ray diffraction data and the VISAR fringe shift and breakout timing results. Further details are given in the Supplemental Material [32] (citing Refs. [33,34]), and in our previous publication [14].

The sample was probed by the XFEL beam close to the breakout time of the shock, such that the conditions were as uniform as possible and maximizing the volume of shocked material. In all cases, the shock breakout time was shorter than the laser pulse length, such that the shock was supported throughout the time it traversed the sample. The diffracted signal was observed on a Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array Detector (CS-PAD), covering an angular range of 20°–90°. This detector is not able to distinguish elastic and inelastic scattering at a given angle, so to account for the relative contributions, the multicomponent scattering simulation (MCSS) code [35–37] was used to calculate the inelastic signal as a function of the scattering angle, which was added to the calculated elastic signal (see Supplemental Material [32], including Refs. [38–40]). The validity of this approach was checked by comparing the predicted spectra to results from x-ray Thomson scattering (XRTS) spectrometers, deployed at fixed angles (17° and 123°), where we found good agreement for the total signal.

The elastic scattering is due to coherent scatter from the ions within the sample, allowing for a direct comparison of diffraction measurements and theoretical or simulated results for the microscopic ion structure. The x-ray intensity elastically scattered from the sample is determined by the Rayleigh weight [11]

\[ W_R(k) = \sum_{a,b} \sqrt{x_a x_b} f_a(k) f_b(k) S_{ab}(k). \]  

Here, the form factor \( f_i(k) \) describes the distribution of bound electrons around the ions, the ion structure in our multicomponent system is given by the partial ion-structure factors \( S_{ab}(k) \) and \( x_a \) is the number ratio of the species \( a \). The expression above ignores the effect of free electrons screening the ions as we expect negligible ionization at the conditions considered [23]. The wave number \( k \) is related to the experimental parameters via \( k = (4\pi/\lambda) \sin(\theta/2) \), where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the probing x rays and \( \theta \) the scattering angle.

The values for the theoretical predictions of the Rayleigh weight \( W_R \) were obtained from first principle simulations (DFT-MD). For this work, we employ the \textsc{vasp} package.
These runs yield the positions of the atoms at each time step, which can then be Fourier transformed to give the static structure factors $S_{ab}(k)$, describing the spatial correlation between the species $(a,b)$ in equilibrium, including both the self-correlation $S_{CC}$, $S_{HH}$, and interspecies correlation $S_{CH}$.

Figure 2 shows the structure factors and Rayleigh weights for a pure carbon sample (solid line), and for the different components of a CH sample (dashed lines). The two-peak structure is characteristic of liquid carbon [51], and is due to residual bonding that persists after melting. In the case of CH, a similar shape can be seen in the carbon-carbon structure factor, which dominates the overall signal of the Rayleigh weight due to the much larger form factor of carbon, relative to hydrogen. Such a structure does not appear when simpler models, such as Yukawa potentials, are used [51,52], despite their success in describing other materials at HED conditions [25,53].

When comparing the simulation results to the experimental data, we initially considered only a fully mixed fluid sample or a fully demixed sample, with regions of pure liquid carbon and others of pure liquid hydrogen. Demixing into solid carbon, as was seen at conditions away from the shock Hugoniot [14,15], was not considered, as no Bragg peaks from a diamond structure were observed with the single shocks used in our experiment. For this fully demixed case, the expected diffraction signal can be approximated by adding simulated contributions of pure carbon and pure hydrogen, weighted by the appropriate atomic fractions. In practice, this result is indistinguishable from the pure carbon sample, as the lower $Z$ hydrogen atoms contribute negligible signal.

Similar simulations were performed for samples with different carbon-hydrogen ratios. As was done for the fully demixed case described above, outputs from two simulations with different C/H ratios were added, with appropriate weightings to give the correct overall composition [32]. These results are shown in Fig. 3, for fully mixed CH (from a single simulation) and increasingly asymmetrically demixed regions (summing two simulations). We see that, as the material demixes, the first peak sharpens and the signal at low $k$ decreases, approaching that of a fully demixed sample, i.e., a pure carbon liquid. However, this change only becomes significant when the ratio in the carbon region is above $3:1$, and so moderate levels of demixing cannot be distinguished by diffraction in this material. A similar ambiguity is found for the case of CH$_2$.

We should stress that in none of the simulations performed was spontaneous demixing observed, and that therefore all of the “demixed” theoretical results are obtained as combinations of mixed results with different atomic ratios. The absence of spontaneous demixing may...
be caused by the relatively small number of particles considered (several hundred) and the limited runtime (several tens of picoseconds). Both limitations strongly reduce the probability of the system to spontaneously overcome the initial energy barrier for demixing, due to the considerable covalent bond strengths.

The experimental results are shown as solid lines in Fig. 4, with the shaded region showing the range of shots at the same nominal laser drive conditions. To directly compare the simulated and experimental data, the DFT-MD data (Rayleigh peak) also include the modeled effect of the angle-dependent inelastic scattering, as discussed above. The experimental data is scaled to remove the effect of absorption within the target and the detector shielding. The effect of the polarization of the probing XFEL beam was accounted for in the Dioptas software [54] used to analyze the CS-PAD data.

Looking first at the preshock (cold) data (dotted lines in Fig. 4), it is apparent that CH has no Bragg peaks, and its signal is dominated by a steep rise in signal at low angles, whereas the CH$_2$ has a complex crystal structure, primarily orthorhombic Pnam [55]. In both cases, Bragg diffraction lines from the thin (100 nm) Al layers on either side of the target are also seen, marked by *. These peaks disappear completely in shots probing after the shock has broken out the rear side of the sample.

After compression, the structures in both materials are more similar, with all data except Fig. 4(d) showing a liquid structure with two broad peaks in the angular range probed. The exception to this behavior is the case of weakly shocked CH$_2$ where at least three new peaks (marked by †) are present in the lineout. These new peaks appear to be due to a monoclinic $A2/m$ crystal structure, which was previously found to be the most stable structure above 14 GPa [55]. The lattice parameters were taken from this work and are scaled hydrostatically to fit the observed peaks.

The CH$_2$ data at both pressures also contain an obvious signal from the initial crystal structure, with the Bragg peaks at 21° and 23°, still particularly visible. This signal is due to a “halo” of x rays around the focal spot, comprising ~5% of the total fluence, which gives diffraction signal from cold material outside the shocked region even at long delays. This cold signal also appeared in the CH shots, but has been subtracted to better demonstrate the fitting with the theoretical lineouts. It was not practical to subtract it from the CH$_2$ shots due to the complexity and irreproducibility of the crystal structure.
The two-peak liquid structures predicted by the DFT-MD simulations are very similar to those present in the data for all the target-pressure combinations where liquid structure dominates. This similarity indicates that carbon-carbon bonding continues to strongly influence the behavior [56,57]. The shapes, positions, and heights of the liquid peaks in the simulations agree very closely with the measured lineouts, although this is true for both fully and partially mixed simulations. The fully demixed case diverges significantly from the data at low $k$, and therefore such extreme demixing behavior can be ruled out. In the weakly shocked CH$_3$, the data agrees at higher angles, where smaller scale effects dominate, but at lower angles there is a clear redistribution of signal from the broad liquid peak into specific lattice peaks, which were not present in the DFT-MD simulations.

Although previous work had suggested that diffraction would be an appropriate technique to observe demixing in liquidlike warm dense matter [11], our comparison demonstrates that this is not necessarily the case. For the materials and conditions probed, the total structure factor changes very little with moderate demixing, i.e., regions with an atomic imbalance of up to around 3:1. For strongly shocked CH, the simulated Rayleigh weight defined in Eq. (1) is plotted for different degrees of demixing in Fig. 3. At ratios in the carbon-enriched region of up to 3:1, the maximum change in signal is on the order of 10%. Our data can rule out regions with carbon ratios above C$_6$H at the conditions reached. However, weaker demixing effects are still sufficient to give density variations that could, for instance, seed observed instabilities and fuel-ablator mixing in ICF capsule implosions [6,10,17]. While diffraction cannot distinguish the small differences in structure between these regions, diagnostics sensitive to density gradients, such as SAXS [58], may be useful for better constraining this in the future.

To conclude, we have used x-ray diffraction to observe the microscopic ion structure of fluid hydrocarbons. Our results demonstrate that single-shot data can be obtained even in low-Z materials without strong structural order. At pressure-temperature conditions reached by a single shock in CH targets, the liquid structure agrees very well with predictions from DFT-MD simulations. The two-peak shape of the diffraction signal demonstrates the importance of complex covalent bonding that persists in carbon at HED conditions. In CH$_3$, crystalline structures are observed at pressures around 60 GPa on the timescales probed in this experiment, but do not remain at 190 GPa. Overall, our results are good validation for the predictive power of DFT-MD simulations for the complex liquid structure in HED mixtures. It also highlights the potential of finding novel structures in other low-Z elements and compounds at planetary interior conditions. While the lack of complete demixing suggests it may not have a strong impact on ICF implosions using plastic ablators, we cannot rule out other chemical activity and partial demixing. Determining weak partial demixing will require additional diagnostics.
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